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ABSTRACT
In this position paper, we set out to examine the role of ethics in HCI teaching as a source of reflection for students to draw on. We describe examples inspired by experiences from our own teaching where better scaffolding of ethical reflection would be beneficial. Using feminist HCI principles, we exemplify the value of providing students with an ethical framework as a tool for reflection. We further outline three challenges we see with regards to including ethical thinking in teaching for tech education.
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1 STORIES FROM THE CLASSROOM

I am my own target user. We were teaching a course, in which the students had to select a project idea and target user group themselves, under guidance from the teaching assistants. We encouraged the students to select a target user group that did not include themselves or which was broader than their own demographic. Yet, in a class with 15 groups, ten of the groups chose their own demographic, young adults, as the target user group – often even as young adults studying at our university”.

Simplistic and unfounded assumptions. In a presentation about their design, a group of students argued that since their target users were young, they would be experienced users of online messaging applications and so there would be no need to include accessibility features (confusing age, (in-)experience, and (dis-)ability, and simultaneously neglecting young users in need of accessibility features).

Profit over social change. Some students had come across a statistic showing that many new students in their department feel lonely during their first year. They therefore decided to make an app that would help students feel welcome and engage with each other. They decided to design the app with Danish students in their early 20s as the target group, based on a report saying that 94 % of students in the department were Danish and so that would “likely be the most profitable group to target”. They did not discuss the fact that another statistic in the report said that the students who experience loneliness to the largest degree are international students who do not speak Danish.

Technosolutionism. A group proposed an app that would use location tracking to help homeless people discover nearby food stamp services or free healthcare services. A classroom discussion, however, brought their attention to news stories about location tracking being used to harass marginalized groups, prompting the group to radically rethink their idea.

Morally questionable designs. Another group came up with an app that would show how many women were currently present in a bar to enable the app users to determine which bar would be the best place to pick up girls. In another example, for a workshop on ethical dilemmas in machine learning, high school students suggested an app that would estimate women’s breast sizes from photos [3].

2 THEY PROBABLY JUST NEVER THOUGHT ABOUT IT

The scenarios above are fictive, with the exception of the very last one. They are based on real episodes from our own and other HCI researchers’ experiences with or as students. Although none of those projects were intended to be carried out as real design and development efforts, they connect directly with many actual products and stories from industry. Author Sara Wachter-Boettcher [20] provides a cohort of examples, from discriminatory designs such as a photo filter turning users into yellowface caricatures or keycard software preventing a woman pediatrician from entering the women’s locker room in a gym, based on the assumption that a person with the title Dr. must be a man; to neglect for users outside a tacitly assumed norm, such as voice assistants responding to expressions of suicidal tendencies with jokes. In some cases, designers and developers ignored thorough market research, and in other cases they had seemingly not even cared to do it. After recounting numerous such examples, Wachter-Boettcher argues that the designers most likely did not intend to, in the presented cases,
enforce existing biases. Rather, she states, they likely "just never thought about it" [20, p. 38]. While we must also address and work to prevent decidedly unethical practices in the tech industry and research, what we want to suggest here is that a better understanding of ethics can also be the foundation of more thoughtful technology — that is, technology that does harm because its creators did not take the time to think or did not engage in the necessary level of reflection.

Recounting how color film could not adequately capture dark skin tones until furniture manufacturers expressed the need to photographically portray mahogany, Roth [17] suggests that cases like that stem from a lack of a critical consciousness of how we think about race; again, finding the cause in lack of reflection. Roth's discussion, furthermore, emphasizes the impact that technology has on society, reaching far beyond individual experiences with particular products, and she advocates for a shift in which the quality of a product has diversity and adaptability as its defining features.

Roth is not alone in finding that this is not currently the case [15, 16, 20]. Putnam et al. [15] found that among 199 HCI professionals, most reported considering accessibility to some extent, but 10 out of the 12 developers in the survey reported themselves to have low or no consideration for accessibility in the technology they create. Rosales and Fernández-Ardévol [16] identify several examples of ageism on digital platforms, speculating that homophily in development teams leads to a disregard for other groups of people than "young, educated men with above-average salaries and a keen interest in technologies" [16, p. 1081]. Again pointing to the need for more thorough reflection, UX researcher Gayna Williams [21] argues that the key to designing for more diverse populations is to raise awareness of the consequences of missing perspectives and to get design and development teams to employ methods that amplify the voices of user groups that are not (well-) represented in the team.

Lack of awareness or concern seems to be a major culprit in the examples described here, whether conscious or not. In some cases, such as our first story, we additionally see a lack of engagement with the challenge of designing for other people than oneself. While some would argue that the classroom examples are not representative of what students may choose to do once they find themselves creating technology that will be deployed in the real world, we cannot help but worry: Who will pay the price of inexperience out in the real world if that inexperience has not been challenged in the classroom?

Some of the arguments presented in this section suggest that while problematic designs may, in part, be rooted in a lack of motivation among designers and developers, such motivation may be found through awareness and reflection. One question then becomes: What tools can we provide students with, to help them become reflective practitioners?

### 3 EMPLOYING FEMINIST ETHICS TO DEVELOP HABITS OF REFLECTION

We propose that ethical frameworks may provide students with scaffolding for reflection and reasoning. We view this in broader terms than morals or legal compliance [13, 22]: Underlying different schools of ethics are different conceptions of value(s) and and different framings of relationships between people and their surroundings, as we will get into below. We believe that by getting to know ethical frameworks, students will be able to develop better means for reflection. Additionally, having students explore different schools of ethics could provide a lesson in itself, by showing students how different the world can look through different ethical lenses. Below, we discuss how feminist ethics could be one such lens and what value it holds for HCI education (see also Parvin & Pollock for a related discussion [13]).

We are not claiming to be innovative in suggesting that students should know of ethical or philosophical frameworks to support their thinking — this is common in many university educations; but regrettably not sufficiently in technology-oriented fields. And when ethics are addressed, we have experienced it being plastered onto courses in a single lecture or through a couple of simplistic exercises, making it into an afterthought rather than a way of thinking that permeates discussion and decision-making. Through the discussion below, we aim among other things to show the value of integrating ethical frameworks with HCI education (also noted by, e.g., Fiesler et al. [4]).

In her paper on Feminist HCI, Bardzell [1] argues for drawing on feminist principles for interaction design as part of a Feminist HCI research agenda. She proposes a number of qualities that compose feminist interaction design including pluralism, participation, advocacy, ecology, embodiment, and self-disclosure. As Bardzell points out, these qualities are not uniquely associated with feminist theory and are also present in other existing areas in HCI, such as experience design. Following these considerations, Bardzell and Bardzell [2] outline a feminist HCI methodology drawing upon feminist principles to shed light on epistemological and methodological concerns for HCI research. We draw on these research perspectives on including feminist perspectives into HCI practice as a framework for students to facilitate ethical thinking and reflection on technology. In the following, we will apply the lens of feminist HCI qualities to the issues we have previously identified in our teaching to showcase how they can help students identify ethical issues in their designs.

One of our identified issues were difficulties for students to see beyond their own experiences and assumptions when designing technology in class. We think that a pluralist lens would be helpful for them to include other perspectives when thinking about possible target users and to resist the notion that their own experiences are universal. Furthermore, providing a critical perspective on commonly taught HCI principles like "universal usability" [1] can be a way to reframe often unfounded assumptions about target users and to avoid defaulting to seeing oneself as the primary point of reference.

Another issue we have seen in our teaching is a tendency to base decisions on the status quo without considering whether it is actually desirable. The quality of advocacy highlights the importance of questioning the status quo and can thus be a vehicle for challenging assumptions such as the best solution being the most profitable one. Simultaneously, advocacy involves engaging with the risk of uncritically imposing one's own values; in sum, it scaffolds a polyvocal design dialogue that can support students in a more empathic engagement with their own designs, potentially also helping them realize when a design is morally questionable.
Finally, the often common technosolutionist standpoint, that any problem can be solved through a technological solution, can be countered by teaching students about the value and importance of participatory methods when designing technology. Instead of assuming that one’s own perspective is universal, participation is key to understanding other people’s standpoints and needs when designing technology.

Using a feminist perspective on HCI is not the only possible lens to address ethical concerns in HCI teaching. Other perspectives such as postcolonial computing [8], anarchist HCI [9], and critical race theory in HCI [12] are other possible valuable lenses to reflect on ethical concerns when creating technology as part of teaching. An ethical theory to work with, is also ethics of care [7] to provide students with a more general framework of concretely thinking about moral decisions.

4 CHALLENGES

In addition to appreciating the value that perspectives like the ones mentioned above can provide, and developing ways of including them in education, we must address the practical concern of making room for ethics and doing so beyond HCI education, and we must reflect critically on how we frame the need for ethical thinking when bringing it up with students. We conclude by briefly outlining these challenges below, as an outset for further discussion.

1. Making room for ethics in teaching. In many programs, HCI is only one of several subjects taught (such as in computer science or service design programs). With only a couple of courses devoted to the subject, HCI educators are faced with including ethics in an already stuffed curriculum. As a consequence, we find that ethics (and other subjects not considered “core”) currently tends to be “tacked onto” the curriculum in a dedicated lecture or through a few explicitly ethics-focused exercises, rather than being integrated into the general teachings. By not actively including ethics in the general course work, we deprive students of a chance to practice ethical thinking in relation to their craft. We therefore encourage the development of ethics curricula that lend themselves to continuous integration into teaching on other topics, as done by, e.g., Saltz et al. [18] and Grosz et al. [6]. Some programs devote room for a full ethics course, but such stand-alone courses risk forcing the link between ethics and practice that contextualizing ethical thinking in other courses can provide more naturally [18].

2. Encouraging ethical thinking in tech more broadly. Many cases, such as the programmatically embedded sexist assumptions in Wachter-Boettcher’s keycard example [20], show that ethical reflection has relevance beyond what is usually taught in the field of HCI. Rooted in our stance that teaching ethics can foster not only more morally sound designs but, just as importantly, higher awareness of the potential effects of new technology, we join the call [4, 5, 19] for other areas of tech to adopt ethical thinking into their teaching. If ethics teaching is confined to HCI courses, this risks promoting a perception that ethics is only of concern for HCI practitioners and not their colleagues in other areas of tech. We should strive for ethics to become a topic explored in tech education beyond the HCI classroom, through dialogue between HCI educators and educators in other areas of technology.

We also acknowledge that it may be a challenge to get some students of technical subjects to engage with ethical thinking in their education (related to the challenge of getting them interested in HCI [10]). Fiesler et al. [4] suggest that reminding students about the power and responsibility that come with their craft could combat the mindset that it is not their job to deal with ethics. Based on a similar reasoning, Skirpan et al. [19] argue that integrating ethics education throughout the development of computing skills is necessary if we wish to nurture ethics as a core concern in computing sciences, highlighting the tight connection between making room for ethics in teaching and encouraging ethical thinking in tech more broadly. In our experience from teaching HCI to computer science students, the resistance against “soft” topics, such as ethics, is for many of them connected with a discomfort or frustration with ambiguity and nuances that can (and often should) not be settled. However, we posit that working with ethical thinking could, in fact, give students tools and habits to deal with nuance (although step-by-step procedures have been proposed [14], we hesitate to recommend such prescriptive approaches that may give the unfortunate illusion that real-world nuance can be addressed with a formula). Part of the challenge is, thus, to develop good points of entry to this chicken-and-egg situation: addressing resistance to ethics teaching by teaching ethics.

3. Motivating concern for ethics — a question of profit? We must consider how we frame the need to engage in ethical thinking. It is tempting to look for up-front arguments for why students should engage with the material presented to them, in particular when fearing or faced with disinterest. We often encounter what we have come to call the “profit argument”, used by, e.g., Williams and others [11, 21] who argue that the tech industry should pay more attention to diversity because it will result in more successful products. While this argument may (or may not) be a route to convincing otherwise disinterested students to pay attention, we should question what other implications it has. If students are told to reflect critically on their work because it will produce a profit, what does that tell them about situations where making an ethically sound choice is not profitable or where unethical choices may even be the most profitable?

It is unrealistic to argue against attention to profit in industry. What we are arguing is that using profit as an argument for engaging in ethical reflection puts the notion of ethics on shaky ground. We therefore encourage the development of ethics curricula that lend themselves to continuous integration into teaching on other topics, as done by, e.g., Saltz et al. [18] and Grosz et al. [6]. Some programs devote room for a full ethics course, but such stand-alone courses risk forcing the link between ethics and practice that contextualizing ethical thinking in other courses can provide more naturally [18].
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